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Robust CERN LHC Higgs boson search in weak boson fusion
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We demonstrate that a CERN LHC Higgs boson search in weak boson fusion production with subsequent
decay to weak boson pairs is robust against extensions of the standard model or minimal supersymmetric
standard model involving a large number of Higgs doublets. We also show that the transverse mass distribution
provides unambiguous discrimination of a continuum Higgs signal from the standard model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The search for the origin of electroweak symmetry bre
ing and fermion mass generation, generally believed to
one or more scalarSU(2)L Higgs doublets, remains one o
the premier tasks of high energy physics. Fits to precis
electroweak data have for some time suggested a relati
small Higgs boson mass, in case of the standard model~SM!
of ordermh&200 GeV@1#.

The CERN Large Hadron Collider~LHC! will have the
capability to search for physical Higgs boson~s! over a huge
mass range. In the SM case it will have multiple coverage
search channels for any given Higgs boson mass, in par
lar for the intermediate mass range@2–9#. This coverage re-
lies heavily on Higgs production via weak boson fusi
~WBF!. The advantage of WBF, where the scattered fin
state quarks receive significant transverse momentum an
observed in the detector as far-forward/backward jets, is
strong reduction of QCD backgrounds due to the kinemat
configuration of the colored part of the event. In the minim
supersymmetric standard model~MSSM!, all five of the
physical Higgs bosons may not be observable over al
MSSM parameter space. However, a well-established
lose theorem guarantees that at least one of the twoCP-even
neutral states will be seen in WBF with subsequent deca
either tau leptons or gauge bosons, after taking into acco
the CERNe1e2 collider LEP limits @10#. For even more
complex models there exists a No-Lose theorem for
NMSSM ~NMSSM! @11#, which also relies on WBF Higgs
production, but includes decay modes which do not occu
simpler models.
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However, the set of possible symmetry breaking scena
is much larger than these models, and it is natural to cons
whether the LHC can similarly guarantee discovery for oth
cases. A popular way to try to hide a Higgs sector fro
collider searches is via additional fields. These can have
effects: first, one can try to reduce the branching fractions
observable decay modes, in analogy to invisible Higgs
cays, for example in supersymmetry. The so-called ste
model @12# achieves this through the presence of additio
singlets, which couple~strongly! to the Higgs boson and lea
to a large invisible decay width. The search for these p
ticles is tedious for two reasons, the invisible decay and th
huge width, which vastly exceeds the experimental m
resolution and hence becomes a limiting factor in ba
ground suppression. Nevertheless, the invisible decay sh
in principle be observable at the LHC in weak boson fusio
because the recoiling tagging jets are not sensitive to
Higgs boson mass, as long as the particle is in the inter
diate mass range@13#.

Another alternative scenario inflates the Higgs sig
width via a large number of Higgs doublets, with the me
sured vacuum expectation value distributed among th
@14#. Multiple CP-even neutral Higgs bosons exist, each w
diminished coupling to weak bosons. The WBF producti
rate of any one of these can be suppressed considerably,
that by itself it would be lost in the background. To ma
matters worse, each Higgs boson in general has a diffe
mass, forming a broad spectrum of states. Poor LHC dete
resolution may smear the individual peaks out to a smo
continuum. These models lead to the speculation that
Higgs sector may be unidentifiable at the LHC, even thou
high-energyWW scattering would clearly observe unitarit
@15#.

To decide whether there really is a hole in the LHC Hig
boson discovery potential, we investigate these continu
models in detail. Our analysis of WBF production of such
continuum of Higgs bosons, followed by decay to dilepto
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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(e6m7, e6e7, m6m7) via a pair ofW bosons confirms the
robustness of the WBF Higgs searches in the case of n
standard Higgs sectors. The signal can easily be obser
and typically distinguished from a SM Higgs sector wi
only modest integrated luminosity,O(100) fb21, via study
of the transverse mass distribution.

II. MULTIPLE HIGGS DOUBLETS

The continuum model@14# is merely a generalization o
the SM to an arbitrary number ofSU(2)L Higgs doublets.1

The vacuum expectation valuesv i5Civ, are bound by the
measurement

(
i

v i
2 5 v2(

i
Ci

2>v2 [ ~246 GeV!2 ~1!

with the equal sign(Ci
251 in the case of only singlet an

doublet Higgs fields which we consider in this paper. Ea
doublet gives rise to oneCP-even neutral Higgs bosonhi .
There are, in addition, a large number of charged andCP-
odd neutral Higgs bosons which can all be sufficiently hea
as to be unobservable. The question arises: given that n
of the heavy states could be found, can LHC discover an
the hi , and if so can it distinguish them from the SM Higg
boson?

The gauge couplings of the Higgs boson to weak bos
is proportional togv, therefore it is modified for theCP-even
Higgs boson of each doublet by the single factorCi . The
partial width of Higgs bosons to weak bosons is th
Ci

2GW,Z
SM . A further constraint from electroweak precisio

data is@15#

(
i

Ci
2mhi

2 5 ^M2& & ~200 GeV!2 ~2!

which also holds for any general supersymmetric Higgs s
tor @16#.

Each SM fermion gets its mass in small pieces from
many Higgs fields:mf5( iYf

i v i . In general, these Yukaw
couplings need not be equal. In the minimal model, wh
assumes that ultimately the flavor sector comes from so
universal condition, eachSU(2)L Higgs doublet experience
the same set of Yukawa couplingsmf5Yf ( iv i . Matching
the universal Yukawa couplingYf with its SM counterpart
we are left withYf

SM5Yf ( iCi . Hence, the Higgs’ partia
widths to fermions acquire scaling factorsCi

2/(( iCi)
22. The

Higgs decay properties are particularly close to the SM pr
erties in the limit ofN Higgs fields with identical vacuum
expectation valuesv i5v/N. For each partial width toW,Z
bosons becomesGW,Z5GW,Z

SM /N2. The partial widths to fer-
mions are scaled by the same factorG f5G f

SM/N2. Thus, to
leading order all branching fractions for one of the ma

1Additional singlets may also appear, but we disallow the pr
ence of Higgs triplets which violate the custodialSU(2) symmetry.
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Higgs fields are identical to the SM values for the sa
Higgs mass; only the total width is suppressed by a fac
N22.

The limiting case of a large number of Higgs fields is
Higgs continuum @16#. In this case, the distribution o
vacuum expectation values becomes a continuous quan
C(mh), expressed as a function of the physical Higgs bos
mass. The sum rules in this case become

E dmhC~mh!2 5 1, E dmhC~mh!2mh
2 & ~200 GeV!2.

~3!

As pointed out in Ref.@16#, the weak production cros
section for any point in the physical Higgs continuum
minimized when all the couplings to gauge bosons are
equal. This is precisely the continuum limit of the mod
with N equal valuesv i , which leaves the Higgs branchin
fractions unaffected to leading order. Taking the direct L
constraints@17# together with the precision data, we find
scenario which is maximally likely to escape detectio
C(mh)5C0 for 70 GeV <mh<300 GeV andC(mh)50
elsewhere. We adopt this case to illustrate our analysis,
slightly vary this assumption in Sec. III B.

III. THE WEAK BOSON FUSION PROCESS

We simulatepp collisions at the LHC,As514 TeV, for
the final state,1

1,2
2 j jp” T , calculating all signal and back

ground cross sections with full tree level matrix elements
the contributing subprocesses.,1 ,,2 are any combination of
e and m, which are easily identified by the detectors wi
high efficiency. We employ CTEQ6L1 parton distributio
functions@18# throughout. Unless otherwise noted the fact
ization scale is chosen asm f5 min(pT) of the defined jets.
The signal is calculated with matrix elements constructed
Madgraph@19#, including exact matrix elements for the de
cay H→W1W2→,1

1,2
2n1n̄2 to maintain the decay helicity

correlations@2# on which the analysis rests.
The backgrounds consist of both QCD and EW proces

leading to two far forward/backward jets, with a central p
of oppositely charged leptonse or m, and large missing
transverse energy. Although QCD processes with the s
number of final state partons have much larger cross sect
than the counterpart EW processes, in the region of ph
space with two tagging jets the EW contribution can eas
be of the same size as the QCD component. We thus cons
the QCD processest t̄ 1jets,W1W2 j j andt1t2 j j , and the
EW processesW1W2 j j and t1t2 j j @3#, including correc-
tion factors for off-shell top quark effects@4,20#.

We also include here for the first time as a backgrou
W-fusion single-top production@21#, pp→tb j , where the
light jet and hard-scatteredb jet appear as the far forward
backward tagging jets, the top quark decays se
leptonically, and its daughterb quark also decays sem
leptonically. We use exact matrix elements for theb decay to
both charm and up quarks.
-

5-2
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A. Basic kinematic cuts and jet selection

The characteristics of WBF Higgs boson production ar
pair of very far forward/backward tagging jets with signi
cant transverse momentum and large invariant mass betw
them. Furthermore, the Higgs boson is produced centra
and the decay products will therefore typically lie betwe
the tagging jets, independent of the Higgs boson de
mode. Since the only modification to our signal here is
spectrum of Higgs boson masses rather than a single r
nance, we employ the same optimized jet cuts as in the
perimental simulation presented of Ref.@6#. These do not
vary significantly from those of the original study@3#, but do
include more current understanding of detector and trig
requirements:

pTj
.40,20 GeV, uh j u,4.9, nRj j .0.4,

h j ,min,h,,h j ,max, h j 1
•h j 2

,0,

uh j 1
2h j 2

u.3.8, mj j .550 GeV. ~4!

The top pair background will frequently contain an ex
centralb jet with pTb

.20 GeV anduhbu,2.5. We veto these
in the same manner as in Ref.@6#.

Although we are now examining a continuum of Hig
boson masses, they decay in the same manner as in the
vious studies. The lepton cuts used therein take into acc
the detector observability and the angular correlations of
decay. Since neither change fundamentally, we also use
same lepton cuts as in Ref.@6#:2

pT,
.15,20 GeV, uh,u<2.5, nRj ,.0.4,

pT,
,120 GeV, cosuem.0.2, fem,1.05,

nRem,1.8, mem,85 GeV. ~5!

Along with the nRj , cut is the lepton isolation criteria fo
the semileptonicb decay int t̄ j events: the hadronic remnan
must havepT,3 GeV if it lies within a cone ofnR,0.4 of
the lepton.

The real tau backgrounds are large, especially the Q
component, but are reducible by reconstructing these
@22,5#. In the collinear decay approximation, the fraction
tau energy that each charged lepton takes with it in the de
(xt) is solved for the actual charged lepton momenta and
missing energy in the transverse directions. Events with
tau pairs typically havep”W T lying between the charged lepto
flight directions; leptonicWW events typically do not, and
will most often give a fake-tau reconstruction with negati
xt values. We therefore reject events with two positivext
values and an invariant tau pair mass ofmZ625 GeV @3,4#.

2A separate parton level study@4# modified these cuts to optimiz
for a lighter Higgs boson, but in this analysis we focus on la
Higgs boson masses, as will become obvious later. We are us
cuts of Ref.@4# for the same-flavor lepton channel.
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QCD bb̄j j events with dual semileptonicb decays con-
stitutes a very large background to EWWWjj events@4#.
However, they typically give a small transverse moment
for the reconstructed Higgs boson, because the leptons
not pass the isolation cut from the charm quark unless
parent b quark is soft. We therefore employ dual two
dimensional cuts@4# which suppress thebb̄j j background by
more than two orders of magnitude:

nf,,,miss11.5pTH
. 180, 12nf,,,miss1pTH

. 360.
~6!

We then reduce QCDbb̄j j events to an insignificant level b
imposing a conditional cut on the transverse momentum@4#:

p” T . 20 GeV provided pTH
, 50 GeV, ~7!

where pTH
5upW T(,1)1pW T(,82)1p”W Tu. Both cuts result in

only trivial signal rejection.
In the case of same lepton flavors, low mass,1,2 pairs

originating fromg!→,1,2 exhibit a large cross section an
are suppressed by requiring that the dilepton invariant m
is larger than 10 GeV@4#. To reduce the background arisin
from ,1,2 j j , where the missing transverse momentum
generated by detector effects, we further require the miss
transverse momentum to be larger than 30 GeV@4#. In brief,
we impose the additional cuts on the same flavor final st

m,, . 10 GeV and p” T . 30 GeV. ~8!

Finally, we note that the single-top background is dom
nated by the semileptonicb decayb→u,n, rather thanc,n,
although the CKM matrix element is larger in the latter ca
Because the kinematics of the lighter quark decay allo
more momentum of the light quark transverse to theb flight
direction, it can more often lie outside the lepton isolati
cone.

B. Discovery potential of the LHC

The size of the signal which could be observed at
LHC in the channel described above depends critically
the continuum mass window. We know that for flatC(mh)
5C0 the branching fraction toWW is reduced for small
Higgs boson masses. In other words, the continuum sign
low masses will be suppressed by theWW branching frac-
tion, despite the larger Higgs boson production cross sect
Large continuum masses will be production phase space
pressed, theZZ branching fraction becomes significant, an
the selection cuts are not optimized formh*200 GeV.
Hence, even a model with a wide range of continuum mas
will still leave the event sample dominated by Higgs bos
masses around theWW threshold. In Fig. 1 we show the
contribution from a continuum Higgs sector, 70<mh
<300 GeV, to the totalW1W2 j j cross section. As ex-
pected, the bulk of the signal events originate from Hig
boson masses around 2MW .

As the final state events contain two unobservable neu
nos and are thus not fully reconstructible, we cannot direc

e
the
5-3
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observe themh distribution in Fig. 1. However, the genera
behavior can be read off the measurableWWtransverse mas
distribution @3#,

mT
2 [ mT,WW

2 5 ~ApW ,,,T
2 1m,,

2 1ApW nn,T
2 1mnn

2 !2

2~pW ,,,T1pW nn,T!2, ~9!

which for a single resonance exhibits a sharp edge nea
invariantWWmassmWW. The neutrino pair transverse mo
mentum is determined as the missing transverse momen
pW nn,T5p”W T . The invariant mass of the neutrino pair cannot
observed, so we replace it with the lepton pair invariant m
mnn;m,, @3#, an approximation which is exact formh
52MW , and very good over the intermediate Higgs bos
mass range.3 On average the two kinds ofW decay fermions
will give the same distributions, even though on an event-
events basis this approximation violates the conditionmT
<mWW. Detector effects, mostly mismeasurement of
missing transverse momentum due to the presence of
hadronic forward tagging jets, will dull the edge inmT some-
what, but the distribution remains extremely important@6,7#.

For a continuum model we indeed observe a transve
mass peak around theWWthreshold, but with a considerabl
tail extending to largermT values and therefore larger con
tinuum Higgs boson masses. For a flat continuum mass s
trum, the position of the peak in Fig. 2 is approximately t
peak position of themT curve given by a SM Higgs whos
mass maximizes the functionsH j j

SM(mh)3BWW(mh).

3In the limit m,, ,mnn→0 theWWtransverse mass can be writte
as mT,WW

2 52p,,,Tp” T(12cosDF). This alternative definition can
be used to distinguish signal and background, but does not w
particularly well in distinguishing continuum Higgs sectors fro
the SM.

FIG. 1. Distribution of the signal cross section after all cuts,
a function of the continuum Higgs boson mass, for the case
<mh<300 GeV, as discussed in the text.
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We can see from Table I that all backgrounds are v
much under control, even with a reduced signal rate co
pared to the SM Higgs. In the intermediate mass range a
Higgs could be observed withS/B52 –6. Now, with a wide
mass window, this fraction is reduced by roughly a factor
Because the luminosity required to find a SM Higgs boson
mass 160 GeV at 5s in this channel is less that 5 fb21, the
luminosity required to discover a continuum Higgs sector
still small. For a flat distribution@C(mh)5C0# over the
range 70<mh<300 GeV, 14 fb21 are necessary to observ
a 5s signal with a transverse mass peak as shown in Fig

C. Distinguishing continuum from single resonance

While continuum Higgs sector discovery potential d
pends strongly on the production rate and Higgs branch
fraction to W bosons,BWW(mh), these numbers depen
strongly on the precise shape ofC(mh). We propose to use
theWWtransverse mass distribution shape to distinguish
from continuum Higgs sectors. For reasons discussed in
III B, a continuum Higgs sector exhibits a nearly symmet
distribution about the peak, with the maximum arou
150 GeV. For small masses the rate is cut off by a dimini
ing branching fraction, and for high masses by the incre
ingly restrictive production phase space~cf. Fig. 1!. In con-
trast, a SM HiggsmT distribution is much more Jacobian
After determining themT maximum we define the asymme
try

A5
s~mT,mT

max!2s~mT.mT
max!

s~mT,mT
max!1s~mT.mT

max!
[

L2H

L1H
5

L2H

N
,

~10!

where L(H) is the number of signal events withmT,
(.)mT

max, and N is the total number of signal events. W

rk

s
0

FIG. 2. Transverse massmT spectrum for the continuum mode
signal ~dashed!, background~dash-dotted!, and continuum signal
plus background~solid!. For comparison we also show themh

5155 GeV SM signal plus background case, normalized to h
the same signal cross section as the continuum model.
5-4
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TABLE I. Signal and background cross sections~fb! after all kinematic cuts as discussed in the text. T
first two columns refer to different-flavor (em) final states, while the last two columns give results for t
same-flavor (l l 5ee,mm) sample. The first row is the continuum Higgs model considered, and we show
SM signal which has the same peak value ofmT(WW) in the second row for comparison. The last three ro
display the total background for each channel, with and without the minijet veto; the signal-to-backg
ratio for the continuum model; and the required integrated luminosity to observe the continuum model
over the SM background.

Channel e6m7 e6m7 w/minijet veto e6e7, m6m7 e6e7, m6m7 w/minijet veto

70,mh,300 GeV 1.90 1.69 1.56 1.39
SM, mh5155 GeV 5.60 4.98 4.45 3.96

t t̄ 0.086 0.025 0.086 0.025

t t̄ j 7.59 2.20 6.45 1.87

t t̄ j j 0.83 0.24 0.72 0.21

single top~tbj! 0.020 0.015 0.016 0.012

bb̄j j 0.010 0.003 0.003 0.001

QCD WWjj 0.448 0.130 0.390 0.113
EW WWjj 0.269 0.202 0.239 0.179
QCD tt j j 0.128 0.037 0.114 0.033
EW tt j j 0.017 0.013 0.016 0.012
QCD ,, j j – – 0.114 0.033
EW ,, j j – – 0.011 0.008

Total bkg 9.40 2.87 8.04 2.49
S/B 1/5.0 1/1.7 1/5.1 1/1.8
L 5s

obs (fb21) 65 25 82 32
sig
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expect the asymmetry to be small if the observed Higgs
nal comes from a continuum or multiple-fields model.

To quantify the impact of this asymmetry we again a
sume a flat distribution, C(mh)5C0, over 70<mh
<300 GeV. Assuming that the total rate cannot serve a
means to distinguish the continuum model from the S
Higgs sector, we normalize the 155 GeV Higgs SM rate
the continuum rate, after all cuts. This could, e.g., be reali
by an overall suppression of theHWW coupling, such as
occurs via sin(b2a) in a two Higgs doublet model. We the
evaluate the transverseWW mass asymmetryA for signal
and background and compute the luminosity required to
serve a continuum signal five standard deviations away f
the SM value.

For uncorrelated statistical errorss l(sh) on L(H), the
statistical significance ofA is @23#

sA5
2LH

N2
AS sL

L
D 2

1S sH

H
D 2

5
12A 2

2
A1

L
1

1

H
,

~11!

where the last part of the relation holds if the number
events satisfies Poisson statistics.

We show our results for several choices of continu
Higgs model parametrizations in Table II. Any continuu
sector would be very easy to observe, typically requir
only around 10 fb21 to observe, although a case designed
be difficult because of low branching ratio toWW, 70,mh
,150 GeV, might require up to 50 fb21 to observe at 5s.
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Discriminating a continuum sector from a SM Higgs prese
ing a peak in the same position inmt is viable, but requires
significant additional integrated luminosity, typicall
O(100) fb21. The difficult cases, requiring close to te
times that amount of data, are where the continuum is spr
over very low masses, typicallymh,150 GeV, such that
very little of the total cross section decays toWWfinal states
and the events lie below the nearly symmetric peak
sH j j

SM(mh)3BWW(mh).
Note that we could have fitted the continuummT line

shape to a SM Higgs boson mass, but we prefer to determ
the SM mass to compare with from the peak of the transve
mass distribution. The only problem we can think of is t
mass distributionC(mh) mimicking the transverse mass di
tribution of the SM Higgs boson. However, this only impac
the distinction from the SM and leaves the discovery pr
pects unaffected.

IV. REMAINING LHC HIGGS BOSON SEARCHES

Having described how the multi Higgs resonance mode
naturally picked up by the WBF Higgs search with decay
W bosons, we briefly describe how the other LHC Hig
boson search channels would be affected by this model.

Weak boson fusion.The decay toW pairs is not the only
decay channel proven capable of giving rapid Higgs bo
discovery in WBF processes. The decay to tau leptons in
production channel is in fact the most solid channel in
MSSM, where it can even distinguish between the twoCP-
even scalar mass peaks@10,5#. However, a mass peak is pre
5-5
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TABLE II. The asymmetry defined in Eq.~10! for SM Higgs signals and various choices of the continuu
Higgs sector. We choose the SM Higgs mass of each pairing to give the same peak position inmT as the
corresponding continuum model. The first pair corresponds to the widest mass range; all choices
C(mh)5C0. The cross sections include all cuts and minijet veto survival probabilities.L 5s

obs is the luminosity
required to observe the signal above background~‘‘detectability’’ !. L 5s

A is the luminosity required to distin-
guish the signal, using themT asymmetryA, as coming from a continuum model or a 150–170 GeV S
Higgs boson, depending on the case~‘‘distinguishability’’ !.

Higgs boson mass~window! s ~fb! L 5s
obs (fb21) A L 5s

A (fb21)

SM:155 GeV

70–300 GeV

14.3

8.40

,5

14

0.186

0.076
238

SM:155 GeV

100–270 GeV

14.3

9.40

,5

8

0.210

0.085
161

SM:155 GeV

130–240 GeV

14.3

11.0

,5

4

0.241

0.081
84

SM:160 GeV

185–300 GeVa
16.7

7.37

,5

32

0.231

0.082
145

SM:170 GeV

185–210 GeV

16.2

10.1

,5

6

0.254

0.125
139

SM:155 GeV

70–180 GeV

14.3

9.43

,5

8

0.211

0.155
810

SM:150 GeV

70–150 GeV

12.6

6.92

,5

52

0.078

0.141
897

aSatisfies the slightly weaker constraint^M2&&(214 GeV)2 @see Eq.~2!#.
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cisely where the multi-resonance model avoids discovery.
matter how wide the spread in Higgs boson masses beco
the WBF tau decay channel can see only the range betw
about 115 and 145 GeV. In that range the signal would
approximately flat in tau pair invariant mass, appearing to
an unexplained enhancement in theZ→tt Breit-Wigner tail
above the peak. WBF production and decay to photon p
is also a useful channel@24#, but similarly would give an
essentially flat invariant mass distribution. Because t
channel yields very few events, it works in the SM case o
because the detectors have a very narrow resolution in
ton pair invariant mass. Spreading a very small numbe
signal events out from a 2 GeV window to over a;40 GeV
range would result in complete loss of detectability. Seein
Higgs signal in the WBF channel decaying to aW pair and
not seeing it in thet decays in an accessible mass ran
would point to a Higgs sector beyond the SM, possibly
continuum model.

Gluon fusion.The two most powerful decay channels f
measuring the Higgs boson mass are photon pairs and
‘‘golden mode’’ of four leptons~via aZ boson pair! @8,9,25#,
produced in gluon fusion@26#. Unfortunately, this feature
turns into the worst disadvantage once the mass window
the analysis has to be several tens of GeV. A side-band an
sis of the continuum background will not work because th
is no true resonance, and the significance of the signal
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vanish. On the other hand, we expect theWWdecay would
work similarly well as in the WBF process. The,,nn in-
variant mass shown in Fig. 3 of Ref.@2# will change in anal-
ogy to the transverse mass in the WBF channel, but with
a detailed simulation~beyond the scope of this work! it is not
clear if the shape change would allow SM vs mul
resonance Higgs sector discrimination.

Top quark associated production.Despite the relatively
small cross section@27#, top quark events are highly distinc
tive and associated production with a Higgs boson has
ceived much interest as a result. Formh,135 GeV the
dominant decay mode is to a pair of bottom quarks, wh
appears as a very small peak near thet t̄ bb̄ continuum peak
@28#. Such a signal spread out via continuum Higgs prod
tion would obviously be immediately lost in the backgroun
as would decay to photon pairs, as in WBF or inclusi
Higgs boson production. Formh.135 GeV the dominant
decay is toW pairs. This will be a very useful channel fo
measuring the top Yukawa coupling@29#, if the Higgs sector
is SM-like andmh.135 GeV. However, the multi-lepton fi
nal states used in this planned analysis do not permit
reconstruction, so the Higgs boson mass is never identifi
Because of the lack of need for such a resonance, this c
nel should work nearly as well as in the SM case, althoug
detailed investigation is again beyond the scope of
present work.
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Weak boson associated production.If the Higgs boson is
produced in association with a weak gauge boson it can
searched for in the photon decay channel@8,9# because of the
very narrow resonance peak distinguishable above a l
background. However, just as in the case of decay to pho
pairs in all the other production channels, there is no lon
any resonance, and the signal will be lost in the continu
background. There is also a small signal forH→bb̄ in the
SM @30#, but as witht t̄H production the peak is similarly
lost in the very largeWbb̄ QCD continuum@31#. Thus, none
of these modes would be observable.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that continuum Higgs models do
present any problem for LHC Higgs discovery. If the co
pling to gauge bosons is spread over a mass ra
mh;100–300 GeV these continuum Higgs boson eve
will automatically appear in the searches for Higgs bos
produced in weak boson fusion, with subsequent deca
,1,2 and missing transverse energy viaW pairs. The broad
nature of the Higgs resonance has no major impact on
search channel, because the corresponding standard m
search channel already benefits from hugely suppre
backgrounds, typically much less than the level of the sig
In the case of a continuum Higgs sector, the signal to ba
ground ratio typically is in the range 1/1–1/3, still extreme
good. Discovery of the most difficult case studied wou
require only about 50 fb21, and almost all cases require le
ys

. D
d,

tti,
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than 30 fb21. Our analysis is not subject to detector unc
tainties, such as poorly modeledE” T resolution, or identifica-
tion and measurement of the tagging jets, which are kno
with less certainty for high-luminosity running; only low
luminosity running is needed for discovery in this channe

Using the nearly symmetric behavior of the transve
WW mass for continuum Higgs sectors, we can distingu
these models from the SM without relying on the total ra
These features are largely independent of the detailed s
trum C(mh) of the continuum Higgs sector and of the dist
bution of the couplinggWWh(mh). The integrated luminosity
required to distinguish such a sector from the SM is typica
O(100) fb21, but can be as large as 900 fb21 for the most
difficult case studied, where the continuum is spread ove
mass region less than 150 GeV.

Search strategies not usingWW final states will almost
universally be unable to see these states, as they requ
sharp peak in a mass spectrum, which does not exist in
flat-spectrum continuum models. Such an observation co
be interpreted as a sign of a Higgs sector more complex t
that of the SM, e.g. a continuum sector.
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